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Illustrated by Molly Harrison, this coloring book features 20 detailed illustrations of fairies, dragons,

and unicorns. Though intended for adults, it is also suitable for older children who love to color! For

those who use markers, the images are printed on only one side of the paper.
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This is a lovely coloring book by Molly Harrison which includes 20 designs of a variety of subjects.

The line drawings are generally complex and somewhat intricate to color. My other books by Ms.

Harrison include both elegant and cute drawings; however, this one does not. There are pictures of

fairies, dragons, and unicorns by themselves and there are also images of fairies with dragons and

fairies with unicorns for a really nice mix.The designs are all surrounded by a simple line frame. I

really like this because, should I choose to color the background, it will limit the amount of area I will

need to color to finish the book of the design. Saves me time and pencil/ink and gives my project a

very finished look once I have colored it.The paper is thin enough that my gel pens and markers

bleed through to the backside. On the plus side, the paper is quite white and the designs are printed

on only one side of the sheet (with the bank left blank.) While the sheets are not perforated, it

should be easy to remove the page with a pen knife or to put a piece of heavier paper under the

page you are working on so your colors won't leak through to the next design. The binding on this



book is glued rather than sewn.These are the coloring medium that I use for testing. If there is

something else you feel I should be testing, please let me know and I will see if I can add it to my

growing pile:Markers: 1) alcohol-based â€“ Copic Sketch, Prismacolor double ended markers (brush

and fine point), Sharpies (fine and ultra-fine) and 2) water-based â€“ Tombows dual end markers

(brush and fine point), Stabilo 88, Staedler triplus fineliners, and Pentel markersGel Pens: Sakura,

Fiskars, Uni-ball Signo 0.38/0.28 and TekwriterColoring Pencils: Prismacolor Premier Soft Core,

Derwent Colorsoft, Prismacolor Verithins, and Faber-Castel Polychromos

Beautiful drawings, printed one side only. The paper is kind of thin, but it takes markers well, with

little bleeding (using Copic markers). I love all of Molly Harrison's books and own almost all of them.

I already had Molly Harrison's Halloween coloring book, so I knew I would like this one. My 13 yr.

old niece is a big fan of Fantasy books and art, so I bought this for her for Christmas.-The book has

30 beautiful designs, with a nice variety of content and complexity.-The paper is bright white, and

smooth.-The pages are printed single sided.I've also scanned in and printed some of these onto

watercolor paper, and had beautiful results!I would buy any of Molly's books sight-unseen!

Having a lot of fun with this book. My son has been coloring in some of the dragons. Drawings are

simple, which makes it fun to get really creative with colors. I have enjoyed using gel pens in

particular with these drawings, as they add to the "sparkle" of the picture.Pages are one sided which

is nice. Markers will bleed through, so make sure to use some paper in between pictures when you

color.

Fun to color.

What a fun and delightful coloring book! I bought this for my granddaughter who loves fantasy, and

who is especially enthralled with the lovely detail portrayed in this coloring book (she's a very good

teen artist herself). There are about 20 pages of mixed subjects including the world of unicorns,

fairies, and dragons, and thankfully are printed on only one side of the page. However, I make a

practice of placing 2-3 blank sheets underneath the page I'm coloring to avoid bleed-thru since I

prefer to use fine-tipped Sharpie markers. Despite being a grandmother, I so enjoy sharing in

coloring these beautifully-drawn designs. Even if you aren't particularly into this genre, they make

nice gifts when they're colored and framed. I like the line "frame" surrounding the drawing on each



page which not only saves me overusing my supplies, but also makes it easier too fit a page into a

nice little frame for hanging or gift-giving. Treat yourself to a trip back to your childhood - you'll be

surprised how totally relaxing it is!

I have a few books by this artist, and I follow her on facebook. I love her work. Each image is

different, some slightly more detailed than others. But all beautiful. I can always find something to

color in her books whether I am looking for something to spend a lot of time on with shading and

details, or just something to quickly color and be done without a lot of details. I do not own any of

her grayscale books yet, but I look forward to buying them. I am not a "pro colorer" at all and my

pictures do not look like some work of art, but I enjoy coloring them and trying my best. My 11 year

old daughter loves these books as well.

Such an awesome book!!! I just love the drawings included in this book - there is a great assortment

here. I especially like the unicorn pictures, I just wish I had made copies of some of them which

means I will probably be purchasing this book again. A joy to color in - the pages are very decent

quality; I have not used markers but have used gel pens and have layered and layered colors and

they end result is just great. You just can't go wrong with this book!
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